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Special Issue:
Video Analytics

As digital technologies advance, video has become ubiquitous and hence a rich source of information.
Video analytics (or video content analysis) is an important area of computer vision which is concerned with the process
of making sense of video content in order to ultimately understand video.
Video analytics appears in different forms, such as activity recognition, motion detection, object detection and
recognition, person detection and recognition, event and scenario recognition, anomaly detection, and identity
recognition and verification. Video analytics can be applied in a wide range of domains including healthcare, retail,
transport, smart homes, safety and security.
Aims and objectives: The aims of the Special Issue are to raise the awareness of the importance of video analytics, to
showcase the state of the art in video analytics, and to provide an opportunity to accelerate the advancement of video
analytics. Specific objectives are (1) reporting the latest developments in video analytics (2) identifying major research
challenges in a general framework of video analytics (3) and providing visions for the advancement of the state of the art.
The Special Issue is expected to offer a mixture of invited papers and contributed papers, along with an editorial.
Prospective authors are invited to submit unpublished, original work to this Special Issue to be peer-reviewed for
publication. The submitted papers should address scientiﬁc challenges in video analytics including but not limited to the
following topics:
n image/video representation
n feature extraction
n interest modelling

n formulation of the problem (e.g., as one-class or two-class

machine learning, probabilistic/deep learning, or
invariant image comparison)
n relevant fundamental problems (e.g., similarity, invariance)

The submitted papers may also present novel solutions or report new applications.
All submissions are subject to the journal’s peer-review procedures. The authors should follow the journal’s Author
Guide at http://digital-library.theiet.org/journals/author-guide when preparing papers for submission to the Special Issue.
For enquiries regarding this Special Issue please contact the Guest Editors:

Important dates:
Submission deadline:
1 Jul 2015
Publication date:
Apr 2016

Hui Wang
University of Ulster, UK
E: h.wang@ulster.ac.uk

Marcos Nieto
Vicomtech, Spain
E: mnieto@vicomtech.org

Suzanne Little
Dublin City University, Ireland
E: suzanne.little@dcu.ie

Zhen Lei
Chinese Academy of Sciences, China
E: zlei@nlpr.ia.ac.cn

All papers must be submitted through the journal’s Manuscript Central system:

http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/iet-cvi
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Open Access Publishing Now Available
In addition to the traditional subscription-funded model, The IET now offers a gold open access publication option in IET Computer
Vision. This allows authors to disseminate their research to a wider audience. Please contact us if you require any further information.

What is Open Access Publishing?
Open access publishing enables peer reviewed, accepted journal articles to be made freely available online to anyone with access
to the internet. Open access publishing with the IET is funded through author publication charges. This model differs from the
subscription based publishing model, whereby readers (or more commonly, readers’ institutions) pay for access to journal articles.
For more information, contact us on journals@theiet.org.

Why publish in IET Computer Vision?
n
n
n
n
n
n

Worldwide readership and database coverage - including IET Inspec, SCI, SCI-E, Scopus and Ei Compendex allows your
research to be easily accessed
Online submission and tracking for up-to-date progress of your paper
Prompt and rigorous peer review provides authors with a quick decision about publication
Open access option available in all IET journals allows authors to disseminate their research to a wider international audience and
is made freely available online
IET journals are available online via the IET Digital Library and IEEE Xplore for easy sharing of your research
Articles are published e-first in advance of the printed publication making your research available at the earliest opportunity

Contact us:
IET Computer Vision
IET Research Journals Dept.
Michael Faraday House
Six Hills Way
Stevenage
SG1 2AY
United Kingdom
Kruna Vukmirovic, Executive Editor (IET Research Journals)
T: +44 (0)1438 765504
E: iet_cvi@theiet.org
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The Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET) is working to engineer a better world. We inspire, inform and influence the global engineering
community, supporting technology innovation to meet the needs of society. The Institution of Engineering and Technology is registered as a
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